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Antiferromagnetic fluctuations in two dimensions cause a decrease in spectral weight at so-called hot spots
associated with the pseudogap in electron-doped cuprates. In the 2D Hubbard model, these hot spots occur
when the Vilk criterion is satisfied, namely when the spin correlation length exceeds the thermal de Broglie
wavelength. Using the two-particle self-consistent approach, here we show that this criterion may be violated
near the antiferromagnetic quantum critical point when sufficient disorder is added to the model. Static disorder
decreases inelastic scattering, in contradiction with Matthiessen’s rule, leading to a shift in the position of the
quantum critical point and a modification of the conditions for the appearance of hot spots. This opens the road
to a study of the interplay between disorder, antiferromagnetic fluctuations and superconductivity in electron-
doped cuprates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cuprate superconductors are notorious in good part be-
cause of their normal state where a loss of Fermi-level spec-
tral weight, so-called pseudogap, appears [1]. In the case of
electron-doped cuprates [2], the normal state shows a loss
of spectral weight in ARPES measurements at the hot spots
where the Fermi surface crosses the antiferromagnetic Bril-
louin zone [3–6]. This loss of spectral weight at hot spots,
that we call an antiferromagnetic (AFM) pseudogap, has also
been probed by angle-dependent magnetoresistance oscilla-
tions [7, 8], Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations [7, 9], optical
conductivity [10, 11] and it has been linked to commensurate
(π, π)-spin-density-wave fluctuations (AFM spin fluctuations
for short) both experimentally [12, 13] and theoretically [14–
17]. The presence of AFM spin fluctuations at finite temper-
ature in electron-doped cuprates is not surprising since there
is an AFM ground state that ends at a quantum critical point
(QCP) [18].

Theoretically, an AFM pseudogap can appear in a wide
temperature range in two-dimensions (2D) as a precursor
of long-range order that occurs only at zero temperature,
as imposed by the Mermin-Wagner theorem. In the weak
to intermediate interaction limit, the opening of the AFM
pseudogap has been shown within the one-band Hubbard
model to occur in the renormalized classical regime when
the Vilk criterion is satisfied, namely when the spin correla-
tion length ξsp becomes larger than the thermal de Broglie
wavelength ξth = ~vF /πkBT , where vF is the Fermi ve-
locity [14, 15, 17, 19]. Experimentally, Motoyama et al.
showed that the pseudogap temperature T ∗ of the electron-
doped cuprate Nd2−xCexCuO4 (NCCO) does satisfy the Vilk
criterion, namely ξsp(T ∗) ' 2.6ξth(T∗), in the underdoped
samples [12]. However, the Vilk criterion no longer holds
in optimally [12] and overdoped [6] samples where the AFM
correlation length is small. It then becomes relevant to inves-
tigate more deeply how short-range spin fluctuations can lead
to an AFM pseudogap.

One of the original mechanisms proposed to explain the
failure of the Vilk criterion at optimal doping is that dis-
order could introduce an additional relevant length scale in
electron-doped cuprates at low temperatures [12]. Multiple
factors influence the level of disorder in these materials, no-

tably cerium doping, that introduces impurities as well as lo-
cal deformations of the lattice and a contraction of the c-axis
in Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO4 [20]. In its ideal form, the structure
of electron-doped cuprates such as Pr2−xCexCuO4 (PCCO)
and NCCO, called T ′, contains only two nonequivalent oxy-
gen sites. The presence of apical oxygen ions in a fraction
of interstitial sites that should be vacant is another source
of lattice disorder [21]. Moreover, as-grown electron-doped
cuprate samples are not superconducting and require an ad-
ditional annealing step [22]. Consequences of the annealing
process and its effect on disorder remain under debate [21, 23–
27]. More recently, the scattering of phonons on defects in the
presence of short-range spin fluctuations was proposed as a
mechanism for the large phonon thermal Hall effect observed
in the electron-doped cuprates [27]. This context brings a re-
newed interest in the study of the interplay of disorder and
spin fluctuations in these materials.

From a theoretical standpoint, the interplay of disorder,
spin fluctuations and hot spots has been studied phenomeno-
logically in Ref. [28], generalizing earlier phenomenological
approaches used in the pure case in one and higher dimen-
sions [29–32]. However this phenomenological approach in-
volves many fit parameters and, in addition, no clear criterion
was provided for the opening of a pseudogap. Disorder has
been the subject of many other studies, as reviewed in Ref.
[33]. For instance, the effect of disorder in the Hubbard model
has been studied with several methods [34–42] but none of
them addressed the question of the effect of disorder on T ∗,
on the QCP, and on the criterion for the appearance of hot
spots (AFM pseudogap).

Here, we address this question in the 2D Hubbard model by
generalizing the two-particle self-consistent approach (TPSC)
using the impurity averaging technique. We work in the clean
limit, neglecting weak localization effects [43, 44]. Since hot
spots appear as a precursors of an AFM ground state in 2D,
the Mermin-Wagner theorem needs to be satisfied, a require-
ment fulfilled by TPSC [14]. We first show that disorder dis-
places T ∗ and the AFM QCP towards a smaller filling and
decreases AFM fluctuations. Then, we explain how an AFM
pseudogap can be observed in the presence of disorder even
when the Vilk criterion is not satisfied.
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II. MODEL AND METHOD

A. Model

We consider the one-band Hubbard model in 2D

H =
∑
k

∑
σ

εkc
†
k,σck,σ + U

∑
i

ni↑ni↓, (1)

where εk = −2t(cos(kx) + cos(ky))− 4t′ cos(kx) cos(ky)−
2t′′(cos(2kx) + cos(2ky)) is the non-interacting dispersion,
c
(†)
kσ annihilates (creates) an electron of wave vector k and spin
σ, niσ is the number operator at site i for spin-σ electrons, and
U gives the strength of on-site interactions. To study a realistic
case, we use first-, second- and third-neighbor hoppings t =
1, t′ = −0.175, t′′ = 0.05 as well as U = 5.75. These
parameters yield agreement between theory and experiment
for the ARPES spectrum of electron-doped cuprate NCCO for
fillings larger than n = 1.1 [16]. We use units where ~ = 1
and kB = 1.

B. Method: the two-particle self-consistent approach with
disorder

The two-particle self-consistent (TPSC) approach is a non-
perturbative method for the Hubbard model that is valid from
weak to intermediate interaction regimes (U ≤ 6t) [14]. This
method respects not only the Mermin-Wagner theorem but
also the Pauli principle. It is based on satisfying sum rules
for the spin and charge susceptibilities. Working in Matsub-
ara frequencies, these susceptibilities satisfy

χsp(r = 0, τ = 0) =
∑
q,iqn

χ0(q, iqn)

1− Uspχ0(q, iqn)/2

= n− 2〈n↑n↓〉, (2)

χch(r = 0, τ = 0) =
∑
q,iqn

χ0(q, iqn)

1 + Uchχ0(q, iqn)/2

= n+ 2〈n↑n↓〉 − n2, (3)

χ0(q, iqn) = −2
∑
k,iωn

G0(k, iωn)G0(k + q, iωn + iqn),

(4)

where χ0(q, iqn) is the non-interacting density-density corre-
lation function, qn = 2nπT are bosonic Matsubara frequen-
cies, ωn = (2n + 1)πT are fermionic Matsubara frequen-
cies, G0 is the non-interacting Matsubara Green function, and
Usp and Uch are spin and charge vertices respectively. Unlike
in RPA, where Usp = Uch = U , the vertices that enter the
spin and charge susceptibilities are renormalized in the TPSC
approach. More specifically, the TPSC approach solves the
local-moment sum rule Eq. (2) self-consistently by finding the
double occupancy 〈n↑n↓〉 that satisfies the ansatz

Usp = U
〈n↑n↓〉
〈n↑〉〈n↓〉

. (5)

The spin and charge susceptibilities are then used to calculate
the self-energy Σ that enters the interacting Green function G

Σ(k, iωn) =
U

8

T

N

∑
q,iqn

[3Uspχsp(q, iqn)

+ Uchχch(q, iqn)]G0(k + q, iωn + iqn), (6)

G(k, iωn) =
1

iωn − εk + µ− Σ(k, iωn)
, (7)

where µ is the chemical potential that gives the correct filling
computed with the interacting Green function.

To include the effect of disorder, we use the average over
impurities technique [45]. This results in adding a disorder
self-energy to the non-interacting Green function

Gdis0 (k, iωn) =
1

iωn − εk + µdis0 − Σdis(iωn)
, (8)

Σdis(iωn) = − i

2πτ

(
arctan

(
ζmax
ωn

)
− arctan

(
ζmin
ωn

))
,

(9)

where ζmin(max) is the minimal (maximal) value of εk − µ0,
and µdis0 and µ0 are the chemical potentials that give the cor-
rect fillings computed with the non-interacting Green func-
tions with and without disorder respectively. The parameter
that sets the disorder level is the lifetime τ , which is finite
when disorder is present and goes to infinity in the case with-
out disorder. To obtain the disorder self-energy of Eq. (9),
we neglect the vertex corrections in the diagram for impurity
scattering and only consider contributions near the Fermi level
[45]. The approximation we use to obtain Eq. (8) and Eq. (9)
is only valid in the clean limit, namely when kF vF τ � 1,
where vF τ is the mean free path l. In our model, this corre-
sponds approximately to τ > 1. In practice, we add disor-
der to our TPSC calculations by replacing the non-interacting
Green functions in Eq. (4) with the disorder Green function
Gdis0 defined in Eq. (8). We neglect vertex corrections due
to disorder when calculating χdis0 . We have verified that ver-
tex corrections that are necessary to obtain the diffusion pole
near q = 0 become less important near the AFM wave vector
Q = (π, π) of interest to us [28]. The disorder self-energy de-
fined in Eq. (9) is also included in the interacting Green func-
tion. Vertex corrections due to disorder could also be present
in the expression of the self-energy, but we also neglect them
to be consistent with the calculation of susceptibilities. The
TPSC ansatz Eq. (5) remains unchanged, but the double occu-
pancy should now be viewed as averaged over disorder.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effect of disorder on T ∗ and on the QCP

We first investigate the effect of disorder on the phase di-
agram of our model. To do so, we do calculations at fixed
temperatures for multiple values of the filling n and obtain
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FIG. 1. Spectral weight computed with our NCCO-model parameters
for T = 0.02 and τ = 25 to illustrate how we define the AFM
pseudogap temperature T ∗. Figures (a) and (b) show A(k, ω = 0),
the spectral weight at ω = 0 as a function of wave vector k in a
quarter of the Brillouin zone at fillings n = 1.16 and n = 1.165
respectively. The stars are placed at one of the two hot spots kF

where the Fermi surface crosses the AFM Brillouin zone. In (a),
the AFM pseudogap is clearly visible at the hot spots for n=1.16.
Figure (c) shows A(kF , ω), the spectral weight as a function of the
frequency ω at the hot spots kF defined in the panels (a) and (b). We
see that, at this value of the temperature, a loss of spectral weight
occurs at ω = 0 for n = 1.16, but not for n = 1.165, which defines
the boundary of the AFM pseudogap at this temperature.

the spectral weight at the hot spot A(kF , ω) from Padé ana-
lytic continuation [46]. We define the boundary of the AFM
pseudogap as the lowest filling at which we see a loss of spec-
tral weight at the hot spot, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We restrict
our calculations to fillings larger than n = 1.1 due to our
choice of band parameters and U . To include disorder, we use
values of τ based on experimental measurements. A Dingle
temperature TD = 14 K was measured using Shubnikov-de
Haas oscillations for NCCO at optimal doping (n = 1.15)
[47]. From TD = ~/2πkBτ and taking t = 350 meV, we
find τ = 46 in units of 1/t. We also use τ = 25 as a way
to consider samples that could be more disordered. For in-
stance, direct resistivity measurements yield l ' 25a for thin
films of PCCO at optimal doping [48, 49]. Taking l = vF τ ,
a = 4Å [49] and vF = 2 eVÅ [50], we find τ ' 17.5 in units
of 1/t, once again with t = 350 meV. In the range of temper-
atures and fillings we consider, the values τ = 46 and τ = 25
considered here correspond approximately to mean free paths
l ' 120a and l ' 65a respectively in our calculations.

The resulting phase diagrams are shown in the left panel
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FIG. 2. Antiferromagnetic pseudogap temperature T ∗ without disor-
der (red squares), with disorder τ = 46 (blue circles) and with disor-
der τ = 25 (green triangles). Left panel shows T ∗ obtained from the
spectral weight at the hot spots A(kF , ω). Right panel shows T ∗

CU

obtained from the maximum value of the specific heat over tempera-
ture CU,n/T at each filling.

of Fig. 2. We compare the three cases mentioned above: no
disorder, τ = 46 and τ = 25. Our calculations show that in-
creasing disorder pushes the T ∗ line towards lower fillings. As
shown in Appendix A, in our calculations for this model, an
AFM QCP coincides with the filling where T ∗ goes to 0. We
find that this AFM QCP is also displaced to a smaller value of
the filling when disorder increases. This is expected because
the width of the Fermi surface caused by disorder decreases
nesting hence disfavouring AFM fluctuations.

Another way to construct the phase diagram is to study the
specific heat. We obtain the electron-electron interaction con-
tribution to the specific heat Ce−en,U from differentiation of the
free-energy obtained from coupling-constant integration

Ce−en,U (T, n, U) = −T
∫ U

0

dU ′
(
∂2〈n↑n↓〉
∂T 2

)
n,U ′

. (10)

In TPSC, coupling-constant integration is the most reliable
way to obtain the free energy [51]. Details of this calculation
are given in Appendix B. In 2D, the Mermin-Wagner theorem
prevents long-range AFM order at finite temperature. How-
ever, previous calculations in the weak-coupling 2D Hubbard
model have shown low-temperature peaks in the specific heat
that could correspond to the energy scale of short-range spin
fluctuations that can be associated with T ∗ [51]. We calculate
Ce−en,U as a function of the temperature T for multiple values
of n. We define T ∗CU

as the temperature at which Ce−en,U /T is
maximal for a given filling n. The results for T ∗CU

are shown
in the right panel of Fig. 2 for the cases without disorder, and
for the two disordered cases τ = 46 and τ = 25. We find
that there is a good agreement between the trend in T ∗ de-
fined previously from the spectral weight and T ∗CU

, as shown
in Fig. 2, though the effect of disorder seems more prominent
in the spectral weight calculations than in the specific heat, as
expected from the fact that specific heat involves all degrees
of freedom, not just hot spots.
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To further understand the effect of disorder on the AFM
fluctuations, we now turn to the spin correlation length. In the
regime where spin fluctuations are strong, and the characteris-
tic spin-fluctuation frequency is smaller than temperature (the
renormalized classical regime), the spin susceptibility can be
written in the Ornstein-Zernicke form [14]

χsp(q, 0) ' 1

Uspξ20

2

(q−Q)2 + ξ−2sp
, (11)

where ξsp is the spin correlation length, while the bare
particle-hole correlation length ξ0 is defined by

ξ20 = − 1

2χ0(Q, 0)

∂2χ0(q)

∂q2x

∣∣∣∣
q=Q

. (12)

In Eq. (11), the spin correlation length is defined as

ξsp = ξ0

√
Usp
δU

, (13)

where

δU = Umf − Usp,

Umf =
2

χ0(Q, 0)
. (14)

Here, Umf is the critical value of Usp that would lead, within
RPA, to an AFM phase transition that is forbidden in 2D at
finite temperature.

In practice, we perform the TPSC calculation to find Usp
and χsp(q, iωn) self-consistently. We then calculate the spin
correlation length ξsp from the width at half maximum of
χsp(q, 0) around Q = (π, π). We also obtain Umf from the
TPSC calculation. We use all these results to extract ξ0 using
Eq. (13).

We show the effect of disorder on ξsp, δU , Usp, Umf and
ξ0 in Fig. 3, where we decrease the disorder from τ = 30 to
τ = 100. All the calculations in this plot are done for T =
0.04 at n = 1.20, the filling associated with the AFM QCP of
the model without disorder. We find that the spin correlation
length ξsp is suppressed when disorder increases. This comes
from the behavior of both δU and ξ0 in the expression for the
spin correlation length Eq. (13). Indeed, there is a significant
increase of δU since the QCP moves to smaller doping than
n = 1.2 with disorder, concommitant with a decrease of ξ0
from the rounding of χ0 by disorder. In contrast, Usp and
Umf are only slightly affected by disorder. In Appendix C,
we show that these effects on Umf and ξ0 can be understood
qualitatively using a phenomenological approach.

We note that the total scattering rate cannot be computed
as the sum of the elastic part from disorder Γel. and an in-
elastic part obtained from a pure, non-disordered calculation:
We have the inequality Γtot 6= Γel. + Γpure

inel., since Γinel.
is modified by disorder even in the clean limit we consider
here. Indeed, as seen from Eq. (6), the TPSC self-energy, and
hence the inelastic scattering rate, directly depends on the spin
correlations through Usp and χsp that are modified by disor-
der. This breakdown of Matthiessen’s rule was also noted in
Ref. [41].
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FIG. 3. Effect of disorder on the spin fluctuations. Calculations are
done at T = 0.04 and n = 1.20, the filling associated with the
AFM QCP for the case without disorder. As τ increases, the disor-
der level decreases. Here, we use the notation ∆f = (fdis−f)/f to
signify the relative deviation in percentage between the results with
and without disorder. Blue squares and green circles show respec-
tively the relative deviation of Usp and Umf due to disorder. Both
quantities are only slightly increased due to disorder. Red diamonds,
dark-blue triangles and dark-red triangles show respectively the rela-
tive deviation of ξ0, ξsp and δU due to disorder. The large increase in
δU and decrease in ξ0 due to disorder suppress the spin correlation
length Eq. (13).

B. Criterion for the antiferromagnetic pseudogap

As mentioned previously, multiple methods for the 2D
Hubbard model have shown that the AFM pseudogap for weak
interactions opens at the hot spots when the Vilk criterion
ξsp > ξth is realized [17]. Here, we investigate whether this
criterion still holds in the presence of disorder. We show in
Fig. 4 (a) the ratio ξsp/ξth evaluated at the AFM pseudogap
temperatures T ∗ shown in the left panel of Fig. 2. In the case
without disorder, the criterion is satisfied along T ∗, as ex-
pected from previous TPSC calculations. The same is true for
the τ = 46 case. In both of these calculations, we find that, as
the filling increases towards the AFM QCP, the ratio ξsp/ξth
rapidly becomes larger than 1. This must be because, con-
trary to the underdoped case where ξsp increases much more
rapidly with T than ξth, at the AFM QCP both ξsp and ξth
have the same 1/T temperature dependence [52]. The 1/T
dependence of ξsp at the QCP comes from pseudonesting as
seen in Fig. 3 of Ref. [52].

In stark contrast, Fig. 4 shows that, in the τ = 25 case,
the ratio ξsp/ξth falls below 1 at T ∗ as the filling increases
towards the AFM QCP. Hence the Vilk criterion does not have
to be respected for an AFM pseudogap to open at the hot spots
when sufficient disorder is added to the model.

To understand the difference between the τ = 25 case and
the other two cases, we follow Ref. [14] to obtain an analytic
expression for the self-energy Σcl(kF , 0) at the hot spots from
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FIG. 4. Ratio of the spin correlation length ξsp and the thermal
de Broglie wavelength ξth evaluated at T ∗. The Vilk criterion
ξ∗sp ≥ ξ∗th, shown as the dashed line in the plot, is satisfied in the
cases without disorder (dark-red squares) and with τ = 46 (dark-
blue circles). For a higher disorder level of τ = 25 (green trian-
gles), the criterion is not satisfied at fillings near the AFM QCP, even
though an AFM pseudogap can be seen in the spectral weight (Fig. 1)
in this range of parameters.

a phenomenological approach. In the renormalized classical
regime, the dominant contribution to the self-energy Eq. (6)
comes from spin fluctuations at qn = 0. Furthermore, the spin
susceptibility can be written in this regime using the asymp-
totic form Eq. (11). Details of the calculation can be found in
Appendix D. In the end, we obtain the imaginary part of the
self-energy

ImΣcl(kF , 0, τ) = − 3U

8π2ξ20(τ)

ξsp
ξth

F

(
ξsp
vF τ

)
, (15)

where

F (x) =

{
π
2 x = 0 (No disorder),

arccosh(x)√
x2−1 x > 0.

(16)

This result agrees with Ref. [28]. The effect of disorder on
the self-energy is not obvious since disorder affects not only
the function F (x) defined in Eq. (16), but also the prefactor
ξ−20 . As shown in Fig. 3, ξ0 is suppressed by disorder. In Ap-
pendix C, we show analytically that ξ0 decreases with disor-
der in the clean limit whenever the non-disordered ξ0 is small
compared with the thermal de Broglie wavelength, which is
always satisfied in the cases we study here. Numerically, ξ20
varies in the range 0.65 < ξ20(τ)/ξ20(τ →∞) < 0.9 when we
vary τ between 30 and 100 at n = 1.20 and T = 0.04.

To understand how the above result for ImΣcl(kF , 0, τ)
modifies the Vilk criterion, let us first note that the AFM pseu-
dogap at the hot spot k = kF opens when ImΣcl(kF , 0, τ) be-
comes large. In the case without disorder this happens when

 0

 0.5

 1

 1.5

 2

 0.6  0.7  0.8  0.9  1

ξ s
p/
ξ t

h

ξ2
0/ξ2

0(τ→∞)

vFτ=ξsp/2

vFτ=ξsp

vFτ=10ξsp

FIG. 5. Minimal value of the ratio ξsp/ξth at wich an AFM pseu-
dogap is expected to open at the hot spots from Eq. (18). The ratio
ξ20/ξ

2
0(τ → ∞) is taken as a free parameter in the analytic calcula-

tion. The black dashed line corresponds to the original Vilk criterion.
The three other lines, calculated with disorder: vF τ = ξsp/2 (pink
line), vF τ = ξsp (green line), vF τ = 10ξsp (blue line), show the
value of ξsp/ξth at which an AFM pseudogap opens depending on
the value of ξ20/ξ20(τ →∞).

ξsp becomes larger than the thermal de Broglie wavelength
ξth, as seen from Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) at x = 0. This is the
original formulation of the Vilk criterion. Let us then take

|ImΣcl(kF , 0, τ)| ≥ 3U

16πξ20(τ →∞)
. (17)

as a criterion on the minimal value of the imaginary part of
the self-energy for the AFM pseudogap to open. We note that,
even if we deduced Eq. (17) from the case without disorder
(τ → ∞), it also holds for cases with finite values of the
lifetime τ .

Then, from Eq. (17) and Eq. (15), we find a new formula-
tion of the Vilk criterion that takes into account the effects of
disorder. An AFM pseudogap opens at the hot spots when

ξsp
ξth
≥ π

2

ξ20(τ)

ξ20(τ →∞)

1

F (
ξsp
vF τ

)
, (18)

from which the original Vilk criterion criterion is recovered
by taking τ →∞.

We plot the ratio obtained from the strict equality in
Eq. (18) in Fig. 5 as a function of ξ20(τ)/ξ20(τ → ∞). The
Vilk criterion corresponds to the constant, black dashed line at
ξsp/ξth = 1. We also consider three cases with varying levels
of disorder through the ratio ξsp/vF τ that enters the function
F defined in Eq. (16): vF τ = ξsp/2 (pink line), vF τ = ξsp
(green line) and vF τ = 10ξsp (blue line).

From our analytic calculations and their illustration in
Fig. 5, we find that the effect of disorder on the AFM pseudo-
gap is subtle. The first modification of the self-energy by dis-
order depends on the ratio of ξsp to the mean-free path vF τ ,
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that appears in the argument of F (x) defined in Eq. (16). This
seems to favour the opening of the AFM pseudogap when
ξsp ≥ ξth, similarly to the no-disorder case. However, dis-
order also suppresses ξ20 , which has the reverse effect on the
criterion for the AFM pseudogap. Taken together, these disor-
der effects mean that an AFM pseudogap can exist even when
ξsp < ξth, as shown in Fig. 5.

IV. CONCLUSION

We showed that when disorder is included, an AFM pseu-
dogap can open at the hot spots in the 2D Hubbard model even
when ξsp is less than ξth, contrary to the Vilk criterion. This
may be an explanation for the experimental observation of a
pseudogap even with a small ξsp near optimal doping [12].
Hence, systematic experimental investigation of the effect of
disorder on hot spots is called for. A full comparison to experi-
ment may however require including the effect of the interplay

between superconducting and AFM fluctuations [53]. An ad-
ditional step would include a wave vector dependent elastic
scattering rate, which could be more appropriate for the study
of out-of-plane disorder.
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Appendix A: Calculation of the AFM QCP

In our model, an AFM QCP is present at T = 0 above
half-filling. However, the TPSC approach we use to solve the
problem works at finite temperature. We can still use our ap-
proach to determine the AFM QCP from the calculation of
the spin correlation length at finite temperature. We calcu-
late the spin correlation length as a function of temperature
and filling. For fillings below the AFM QCP, the spin correla-
tion length increases as temperature goes to zero. In contrast,
for fillings above the AFM QCP, the spin correlation length
should remain small or saturate as the temperature decreases.
We show our results in Fig. 6 for the cases without disorder
and with disorder (τ = 46 and τ = 25). We find that the AFM
QCP is displaced towards a smaller filling when disorder in-
creases, going from n ' 1.20 without disorder to n ' 1.17
for τ = 25. We also find that the AFM QCP obtained from
the spin correlation calculations is consistent with the extrap-
olation to T = 0 from the spectral weight estimate of the T ∗

lines shown in Fig. 2.

Appendix B: Specific heat calculation

In this appendix, we show how we calculate the specific
heat in our models with and without disorder. The results of
these calculations were used to produce Fig. 2 in the main
text.

We follow the coupling constant integration method, and
more explicitly Ref. [51] to compute the specific heat, start-
ing from the definition of the grand canonical potential nor-
malized per site:

Ω(T, µ, U) = − T

Ns
ln Tr

[
e−β(H−µN)

]
, (B1)

with the Hamiltonian H of Eq. (1), β the inverse temperature,
and Ns the number of sites. This potential can be calculated
using an integral over U . Indeed, the derivative of the grand
canonical potential with respect to U simply yields the double
occupancy (

∂Ω(T, µ, U)

∂U

)
T,µ

= 〈n↑n↓〉. (B2)

Then, integrating over the Hubbard U gives∫ U

0

dU ′
(
∂Ω(T, µ, U)

∂U ′

)
T,µ

= Ω(T, µ, U)− Ω0(T, µ),

⇒ Ω(T, µ, U) = Ω0(T, µ) +

∫ U

0

dU ′〈n↑n↓〉,

(B3)

where Ω0(T, µ) is the grand canonical potential calculated
from the non-interacting Hamiltonian, and the double occu-
pancy 〈n↑n↓〉 is a function of U and T . We then calculate the
free energy normalized per site using a Legendre transform

F (T, n, U) = Ω(T, µ(T, n, U), U) + µ(T, n, U)n. (B4)

From the free energy, we obtain the following expression for
the specific heat

Cn,U (T, n, U) = −T
(
∂2F (T, n, U)

∂T 2

)
U,n

,

= C0
n(T, n)− T

∫ U

0

dU ′
(
∂2〈n↑n↓〉
∂T 2

)
n,U ′

, (B5)

where the non-interacting specific heat can be calculated from
the energy per site:

C0
n(T, n) =

1

Ns

(
∂E0(T, n)

∂T

)
n

. (B6)

The electron-electron interaction contribution to the specific
heat Ce−en,U (T, n, U) is, as defined in the main text in Eq. (10),

Ce−en,U (T, n, U) = −T
∫ U

0

dU ′
(
∂2〈n↑n↓〉
∂T 2

)
n,U ′

. (B7)

In practice, we compute the double occupancy 〈n↑n↓〉 at a
fixed filling n for multiple values of U to perform a numerical
integration using Simpson’s rule. The derivatives with respect
to temperatures are calculated using finite differences.

Appendix C: Phenomenological approach for the Lindhard
function

The suppression of AFM fluctuations through disorder can
be further understood using a phenomenological approach.
The calculations are analogous to the Abrikosov-Gor’kov the-
ory of non-magnetic impurities in superconductors. We start
by focusing on the non-interacting density-density correlation
function χ0(Q, iω0 = 0), where Q = (π, π) is the AFM
wave vector, with and without disorder. We consider the spe-
cific case with only nearest-neighbor hopping (t′ = t′′ = 0)
at half-filling (µ = 0). We study this case since we can then
calculate χ0(Q, iω0 = 0) analytically without disorder

χ0(Q, iω0 = 0) = −2
T

N

∑
k,ikn

G0(k, ikn)G0(k + Q, ikn),

= −2
T

N

∑
k,ikn

1

ikn − εk
1

ikn − εk+Q
. (C1)

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevB.86.155123
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevB.80.085105
https://doi.org/10.1007/BF00655090
https://doi.org/10.1007/BF00655090
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FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the spin correlation length as a function of the disorder level. Left panel shows the non-disordered case for
fillings n = 1.195, n = 1.200 and n = 1.205. The AFM QCP for this case is located around n = 1.200, as seen from the behavior of the spin
correlation length, which grows when T → 0 for this filling, but remains very small at low temperature for a slightly larger filling n = 1.205.
The middle panel shows the results for τ = 46 and the right panel for τ = 25, both cases with disorder. Similarly to the case without disorder,
we find the AFM QCP for these systems by looking at the behavior of the spin correlation length at low temperature. We find that the QCP is
around n = 1.195 for τ = 46 and n = 1.170 for τ = 25. All the results shown here are obtained from calculations converged with system
size 1024× 1024 and for 2048 Matsubara frequencies.

In the square lattice with t′ = t′′ = 0, we find εk = −εk+Q.
Using this, we can first perform the sum over Matsubara fre-
quencies, and then sum over the momentum k. This yields

χ0(Q, iω0 = 0) = 2ρ(εF )

[
ln

(
2Ω

πT

)
+ γ

]
, (C2)

where Ω is an energy cutoff, ρ(εF ) is the density of states at
the Fermi level, and γ is Euler’s constant. Here we assumed
that the density of states at the Fermi level is a constant for
simplicity. In the presence of disorder the van Hove singular-
ity is broadened.

With disorder, we instead have to calculate

χdis
0 (Q, iω0 = 0) = −2

T

N

∑
k,ikn

Gdis0 (k, ikn)Gdis0 (k + Q, ikn),

= −2
T

N

∑
k,ikn

[
1

ikn − εk − isgn(kn)/(2τ)

× 1

ikn − εk+Q − isgn(kn)/(2τ)

]
. (C3)

Because of the self-energy due to disorder isgn(kn)/2τ , the
sum over Matsubara frequencies cannot be performed analyt-
ically before the sum over wave vectors. To address this issue,
we calculate

χdis
0 = χ̄dis

0 − χ̄0 + χ0, (C4)

where χ̄ is calculated by performing the sum over wave vec-
tors first, and χ is calculated by performing the sum over
Matsubara frequencies first. We then find, with Ω the high-
frequency cutoff,

χdis
0 (Q, iω0 = 0) = χ0(Q, 0)− 2ρ(εF )a(0, 4πTτ) (C5)

with

a(n, x) = ψ(n)

(
1

2
+

1

x

)
− ψ(n)

(
1

2

)
, (C6)

where ψ(n) is the polygamma function of order n.
In the clean limit, Eq. (C5) can be approximated by

χdis
0 (Q, iω0 = 0) ' χ0(Q, iω0 = 0)− ρ(εF )π

4Tτ
. (C7)

This last result implies that AFM fluctuations are reduced by
the addition of disorder. This analytic result is consistent with
our previous numerical study of Umf = 2/χ0(Q, 0), shown
in Fig. 3, which we found to increase with the level of disor-
der.

At the RPA level, the mean-field AFM transition tem-
perature TRPA

C is obtained from the Stoner criterion 1 =
Uχ0(Q, iω0 = 0)/2. Using this criterion, and taking TC and
T ′C as the RPA transition temperature with and without disor-
der respectively, we find

T ′C exp

[
π

8T ′Cτ

]
= TC . (C8)

Since we are interested in the clean limit, we can expand the
exponential around τ →∞, which gives

T ′C = TC −
π

8τ
. (C9)

From Eq. (C9), we can see that disorder in the clean limit
lowers the RPA mean-field critical temperature.

To compute ξ20 , which is defined as

ξ20 = − 1

2χ0(Q, 0)

∂2χ0(q)

∂q2x

∣∣∣∣
q=Q

, (C10)
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we can do a similar calculation of χ0(Q + q) at small q and
then obtain its second derivative. This yields

ξdis 2
0

ξ20
=

1

χdis0 (Q, 0)
×[

χ0(Q, 0)− ρ(εF )

48

ξ2th
ξ20
a(2, 4πTτ)

]
, (C11)

where a(2, 4πTτ) is defined in Eq. (C6). From Eq. (C11) and
Eq. (C5), we find that ξ0 is suppressed with disorder if

ξ2th
ξ20

> 96
a(0, 4πTτ)

a(2, 4πTτ)
, (C12)

& 5. (C13)

This is always satisfied in our calculations.

Appendix D: Detailed calculation of the self-energy from
classical fluctuations in the classical renormalized regime

Here, we detail the steps taken to obtain Eq. (15) for the
imaginary part of the self-energy in the renormalized classical
regime using a phenomenological approach. We start with the
TPSC equation for the inelastic part of the self-energy that
enters the interacting Green function

Σ(k, iωn) =
U

8

T

N

∑
q,iqn

[3Uspχsp(q, iqn)

+ Uchχch(q, iqn)]G0(k + q, iωn + iqn). (D1)

We only consider the contributions to the self-energy from
the spin fluctuations at qn = 0, which are dominant in the
renormalized classical regime where the characteristic spin-
fluctuation frequency is smaller than temperature

Σcl(k, iωn) ' 3UUsp
8

T

N

∑
q

χsp(q, 0)G0(k + q, iωn).

(D2)
Next, we perform the analytic continuation iωn → ω + iη to
obtain the retarded self-energy ΣRcl and evaluate the expression
at ω = 0. We obtain

ΣRcl(k, ω = 0) ' 3UUsp
8

T

N

∑
q

χsp(q, 0)
1

−εk+q + µ− Σdis
,

(D3)

where the self-energy due to disorder takes the form Σdis =
−i/2τ after analytical continuation. Next, we use the
Ornstein-Zernicke form for the spin susceptibility which is
valid in this regime of strong spin fluctuations

χsp(q, 0) ' 1

Uspξ20

2

(q−Q)2 + ξ−2sp
, (D4)

and transform the sum over q to an integral with the variable
change q−Q→ q

ΣRcl(k, 0) =
3UT

4ξ20

∫
d2q

(2π)2
1

q2 + ξ−2sp

1

−εk+q+Q + µ+ i/2τ
.

(D5)
We evaluate at the hot spots k = kF where the Fermi sur-
face crosses the AFM Brillouin zone. This means that kF,y =
π − kF,x, which implies that εkF+Q = εkF

= µ. We also
approximate εkF+q+Q = εkF+Q + q · vF . This yields

ΣRcl(kF , 0) =
3UT

4ξ20

∫
d2q

(2π)2
1

q2⊥ + q2‖ + ξ−2sp

1

i/2τ − q‖vF
,

(D6)
where we defined q‖ (q⊥) as the component of q that is par-
allel (perpendicular) to the Fermi velocity vF . We can then
perform the integral over q⊥ in the complex plane

ΣRcl(kF , 0) =
3UT

16π2ξ20

∫
dq‖dq⊥

 1

q⊥ + i
√
q2‖ + ξ−2sp

− 1

q⊥ − i
√
q2‖ + ξ−2sp

 i

2
√
q2‖ + ξ−2sp

1

i/2τ − q‖vF
,

=
3UT

16π2ξ20

∫
dq‖(−2πi)

i

2
√
q2‖ + ξ−2sp

1

i/2τ − q‖vF
,

=
3UT

16πξ20

∫
dq‖

1√
q2‖ + ξ−2sp

1

i/2τ − q‖vF
.

(D7)

Next, we focus on the imaginary part of the self-energy and
perform the integral over q‖ by first changing variables

ImΣRcl(kF , 0) = − 3UT

16πξ20

∫
dq‖

1√
q2‖ + ξ−2sp

1/2τ

(1/2τ)2 + (q‖vF )2
,

= − 3UT

16πξ20

1

2v2F τ

∫
dq‖

ξsp√
(q‖ξsp)2 + 1

ξ2sp
(ξsp/2vF τ)2 + (q‖ξsp)2

,

= − 3UT

16πξ20

ξ2sp
2v2F τ

∫
dx

1√
x2 + 1

1

(ξsp/2vF τ)2 + x2
. (D8)
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We then integrate from −∞ to∞, which leads to

ImΣRcl(kF , 0) = −3UT

8πξ20

ξsp
vF

arccosh(ξsp/2vF τ)√
(ξsp/2vF τ)2 − 1

,

= − 3U

8π2ξ20

ξsp
ξth

arccosh(ξsp/2vF τ)√
(ξsp/2vF τ)2 − 1

, (D9)

where we introduced the de Broglie wavelength ξth =
vF /πT . This leads to the form used in the main text,

ImΣRcl(kF , 0) = − 3U

8π2ξ20

ξsp
ξth

F

(
ξsp
vF τ

)
, (D10)

with

F (x) =

{
π
2 x = 0 (No disorder),

arccosh(x)√
x2−1 x > 0

(D11)

where the value of arccosh must be computed in the complex
plane. It is purely imaginary for x < 1.


